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 Undergarment 

 In the medieval period men where unaware of how to clean there bodies and their 

clothes. Back in the medieval time men and women wore layers of clothes no mater what 

the seasons were. In the fall season they would have about six layers of clothing on. In 

the winter season they would still have about 6 layers of clothes on which meant staying 

fashion was a priority instead of a trend. Regardless of social statue everyone only had 

couple of out fits to wear and it was very common to share clothes with others. The 

process of making the undergarment called the drawers  are to  have 9″ front opening, 

closed by an overlap of 2″, waistband fastened by 2 pearl buttons.  4″ opening down 

center back is closed with two silk tapes in the waistband (csulaart204.wordpress.com). 

The main people, who sewed and designed the garments were women which gave them 

more work to do since the men were out working and attend more event than women.  

  

 There were many functions of the undergarment one common use were to protect 

the body from the cold. The well known materials that were popular choice  for the  

undergarments were linen, cotton and woolen petticoats. Which help the man keep warm 

in those cold winters. to support the shape of the costume. Since linen is such a thin and 

light a material, the top layers of the clothing laid smoothly on top of the linen which 

provide both comfort and warmth.  

http://csulaart204.wordpress.com


 The men wore the undergarment to keep their bodies clean and to protect their 

bodies from their top layer of clothing. The European man had the option to wear 

underclothing and majority of the time they did. Having a small verity of clothing caused 

the man to barrow underclothing with each other which help encourage the man to stay 

clean. Today wearing underwear is more of an option than a norm. Man wore underwear 

under all of their garments. I imagine everyones closets having at least one or two type 

of underclothing. People had a low range of clothing but there were so many choices to 

pick from they had a verity of braise. They had braise that had pouches with ties and a 

bow, braise tied at the knee, they had short braises, footed long drawers, funnel drawers. 

 The men clothing were not use to function for erotic wear. Erotic wear was 

mainly focused on the women bodies. Class distinction was set by the more 

undergarments the more money one has. Which meant if  a men back than had more than 

two pair of underclothes he was a wealthy men. They were considered wealth because 

around this time it took a while to complete a garment due to the amount of detail the put 

in the product.  

 The process of my design were challenging. At first I used a old pants pattern that 

I made a mistake on and tried to make it work but once the drawers were completed it 

did not look presentable. The second time I used a correct pants pattern ,cut the fabric 

out, trim the long pants leg to the mid- thigh, sewed the two priced together, measured 

the circumference of the waist to create a waistband for the drawers. I found a picture of 

braises with buttons and that inspired me to add them on the waist band. I made sure I 



interfaced the waisted band to give it a complete look as well as I hand sew the buttons 

and the button holes on the waist band. It was truly an experience working with muslin 

in the same way the European women would have used the material.  
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